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R.A.F. NIGHT AND DAY ACTIVITY IN THE MIDDLE EAST

In the Middle Hast battle area, R.A.F. medium bombers end naval aircraft

destroyed many vehicles in night attacks on enemy tanks end motor transport on

the night of 4/5 September, A number of fires were observed;., one aircraft alone

claims to have started five large and twelve small fires.

On September 4, strong formations of our light bombers continued their,

attacks on enemy columns withdrawing westwards.

In the southern sector, hits were scored on two tanks and one six-wheeled

armoured car. Our fighters maintained offensive patrols over the battle area,
but air activity was reduced by sand storms after mid-day. Only one enemy

bombing raid was reported.

Bombers and torpedo aircraft carried out attacks on an Axis convoy in the

Eastern Mediterranean on the night of September 3/4. A medium-sized merchant

vessel was hit by a torpedo and the ship appeared to split in two. In all,
three vessels were attacked and left on fire, three hits being scored on one enemy

destroyer.

Reconnaissance on September 4 revealed one medium merchant vessel stationary,

with a second of about the same size on fire and practically under water, L

hospital ship was standing by.

Long range R.A.F. fighters shot up eastbound traffic beWeen Solium and Sidi

Barrani, blowing up a : large petrol lorry in flames and leaving a second on fire.

Over 30 lorries, apparently carrying stores, were damaged.

Enemy aircraft crossing the Egyptian coast during the night of September 4/5
were attacked by our night fighters, who shot down three Cant Z 1007s. Another

five enemy raiders were destroyed near the battle area.

One of our fighters is missing from the above operations. It is now learned

that two of our pilots previously reported missing are safe, and one of our fighters

yesterday reported missing is safe.


